










SWITCHING ON THE APPLIANCE
The appliance is switched on by touching the      symbol for at
least 0.5 seconds.
It is possible to switch off only the refrigerator compartment by
touching the    symbol for 4 seconds (the "--" symbol appears
on the display);
the freezer compartment may be switched off by touching the
      symbol for at least 4 seconds.
NOTE: in this case, the refrigerator compartment and all the
display symbols are also automatically switched off.

SETTING THE TEMPERATURE OF THE REFRIGERATOR AREA
The refrigerator display indicates the actual internal temperature
of the refrigerator compartment ranging from 0°C to 19°C; if the
temperature exceeds 19°C, the symbol "H" appears on the
display. Refrigerator temperature can be adjusted by touching
the    symbol; temperatures between 2°C and 7°C can be set.
When the refrigerator is switched on, if you touch the   symbol
the set temperature value will flash on the display for 6 seconds.
To set a new temperature, touch the   symbol and, while the
display is flashing, touch the same symbol    repeatedly until the
desired temperature value has been reached; the new setting
will be stored after the display has stopped flashing (6 seconds).

SETTING THE TEMPERATRE OF THE FREEZER AREA
The freezer display indicates the actual internal temperature of
the freezer compartment ranging from +20°C to -40°C; if the
temperature exceeds +20°C, the symbol "H" appears on freezer
display. Freezer temperature can be adjusted by touching the
     symbol; temperatures between -16°C and -24°C can be set.
When the refrigerator is switched on, if you touch the   symbol
the set temperature value will flash on the display for 6 seconds.
To set a new temperature, touch the   symbol and, while the
display is flashing, touch the same symbol    repeatedly until the
desired temperature value has been reached; the new setting
will be stored after the display has stopped flashing (6 seconds).

TIP!
With room temperatures between 20°C and 25°C, we
suggest setting the refrigerator temperature at +5°C
and the freezer temperature at -18°C.

The freezer and refrigerator temperature is also depending
on how often the doors are opened and the quantity of food
contained inside the
product.

FRIDGE DISPLAY

FREEZER DISPLAY

FRIDGE COMPARTMENT POWER SWITCH (ON/OFF)
FRIDGE TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT
FRIDGE DOOR OPEN ALARM (DEACTIVATION)

FREEZER TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT
FREEZER DOOR OPEN ALARM (DEACTIVATION)

ON / OFF

HOLIDAY FUNCTION

SUPER FUNCTION

PRE-ALARM - ALARM
FREEZER TEMPERATURE
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NOTE
Before plugging the appliance in, make sure that the power
supply voltage corresponds to the value shown on the product
data plate (“See the section Electrical connection”). Plug the
appliance into the electricity mains supply. The display will flash,
showing the default temperature set by the manufacturer (7°C
for the refrigerator area, -16°C for the freezer area).

CAUTION
Whenever the product has been lying horizontally during
transportation, it should be left to stand upright for at least six
hours before it is switched on, otherwise it may be noisy when
it is in operation.



SUPER FUNCTION
The Super function was designed to reduce the temperature
inside the refrigerator compartment in the shortest possible time;
if you touch the text “SUPER” for at least 0.5 seconds the function
will be activated for a period of 7 hours, during which time the
text “SUPER” will be lit up in white. After this 7-hour period, the
Super function will be deactivated automatically. However, if you
wish to manually deactivate the function before the 7-hour period
has elapsed, simply touch the text “SUPER” for at least 0.5
seconds; when the function has been deactivated the text
“SUPER” will no longer be illuminated.

CHECKING THE PROGRAMMED TEMPERATURE
If the    symbol (refrigerator area) and the   symbol (freezer area)
are touched once, the programmed temperature will flash on the
display for 6 seconds; after, the actual temperature inside the
compartments will be displayed. The set functions remain stored
in the memory of the appliance, even in the event of a power cut
or when the appliance is disconnected from the electricity supply;
upon start-up, the last temperature setting for both compartments
will flash on the display.

HOLIDAY FUNCTION
The “HOLIDAY” function may be used during periods of prolonged
inactivity (for example, if all users go on holiday). This function
saves electricity as it takes into account the fact that the door of
the appliance will not be opened at all during this period and
maintains a temperature inside the refrigerator which is suitable
for the storage of food. To activate this function, simply touch the
text “HOLIDAY” for at least 0.5 seconds; the text will be lit up in
white. The function may only be deactivated manually, by touching
the text “HOLIDAY” for 0.5 seconds. While the appliance is
operating in “HOLIDAY” mode, all other settings are temporarily
disabled.

FREEZER TEMPERATURE ALARM
The alarm function was designed with the aim of warning the
user that, due to some external cause (for example, a power
cut, the door has been left open, etc.) the food kept in the freezer
compartment has reached a temperature higher than +1°C and
has therefore completely thawed out.
In this case, the freezer temperature alarm mode is enabled
and flashes on the display, along with the highest temperature
detected inside the compartment; the ALARM text is illuminated
in red and the audible alarm is also activated.
The display memory (maximum temperature reached) is important
because, if power is cut off and then restored, the appliance will
continue operating as normal; this could result in food which had
previously thawed out being refrozen.

DOOR OPEN ALARM
Every time the door is opened the    symbol (refrigerator) and/or
the    symbol (freezer) lights up in white, in a fixed manner; if the
door remains open for over 2 minutes, the “Door Open” buzzer
alarm sounds; it may be deactivated in one of the 2 following
ways:
- by closing the door, both the buzzer and the visible alarm

signal deactivate;
- if the   symbol (for the refrigerator door) or the    symbol (for

the freezer door) is touched, only the buzzer deactivates,
while the white-lit visible alarm signal starts flashing.

INTERNAL LIGHT
Every time the door is opened, the light inside the refrigerator
compartment is switched on; if the door is opened for an extended
period of time, the light switches off automatically after 5 minutes.
To switch it back on, simply close the door and open it again.

MALFUNCTION MANAGEMENT
If the symbols "E","E-","-E", appear on the refrigerator-freezer
display, the appliance is guaranteed to function for a few days,
but the Technical Assistance Centre should be contacted
immediately.

PRE-ALARM MODE AND FREEZER TEMPERATURE
The pre-alarm mode is activated when the temperature inside
the freezer compartment reaches a value higher than -12°C (for
example, -11°C). This may occur in the following situations:
- a large amount of unfrozen food has been placed in the

freezer (see freezing modes);
- the door has been open for an extended period of time;
- the electricity supply has been cut off for a prolonged period

of time;
- the appliance has malfunctioned.
The pre-alarm mode is indicated by the temperature appearing
intermittently on the freezer display, by the flashing white ALARM
symbol and by the audible alarm.

The audible alarm may be disabled by touching the ALARM text;
in this case the pre-alarm mode indicator of the flashing
temperature on the display remains active and the ALARM text
will remain lit in a fixed manner instead of flashing. The pre-alarm
mode is disabled automatically, but only when the temperature
of the freezer compartment falls below -12°C; at this point the
ALARM text will no longer be illuminated, while the temperature
will stop flashing and remain lit in a fixed manner on the display.

While the appliance is operating in Super mode, all other freezer
compartment settings are temporarily disabled.
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SWITCHING THE APPLIANCE ON
Switch the product on by touching the      symbol for at least 0.5
seconds; activation will be confirmed by the text “MID”, which
will light up in white.

The appliance starts functioning after 30 seconds; the refrigerator
and freezer compartments cannot function individually, as they
are powered by a single compressor; the appliance is switched
off by touching the     symbol for 5 seconds; at this point, all
display texts will disappear.
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ON / OFF

FUNCTION ALARM

SUPER FUNCTION

TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT

SWITCHING THE APPLIANCE ON
3 separate temperatures may be set (indicated by the text "MIN
- MID - MAX").
MIN indicates a less cold temperature inside the refrigerator-
freezer compartment;
MID indicates a medium temperature inside the refrigerator-
freezer compartment;
MAX indicates a colder temperature inside the refrigerator-
freezer compartment.
To change the settings, touch the desired symbol (MIN – MID
– MAX) for at least 0.5 seconds; the new setting will be confirmed
by the illumination in white of the selected option.

N.B.: an option should be selected after taking into account the
frequency with which the door is opened, the temperature of the
room in which the appliance is installed and the quantity of food
contained inside the product.
For room temperatures of between 20 - 25°C, we recommend
the “MID” setting.
To switch the product off, simply touch the      symbol for at least
4 seconds.

NOTE
Before plugging the appliance in, make sure that the power
supply voltage corresponds to the value shown on the product
data plate. Plug the appliance into the electricity mains supply.

CAUTION
Whenever the product has been lying horizontally during
transportation, it should be left to stand upright for at least six
hours before it is switched on, otherwise it may be noisy when
it is in operation.



INTERNAL LIGHT
Every time the door is opened, the light inside the refrigerator
compartment is switched on; if the door is opened for an extended
period of time, the light switches off automatically after 5 minutes.
To switch it back on, simply close the door and open it again.

MALFUNCTION MANAGEMENT
Should the MIN - MID - MAX texts flash simultaneously or in
sequence, the fridge is guaranteed to work for a few days, but
the Technical Assistance Centre should be contacted immediately.
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SUPER FUNCTION
The Super function was designed to reduce the temperature
inside the refrigerator compartment in the shortest possible time;
if you touch the text “SUPER” for at least 0.5 seconds the function
will be activated for a period of 27 hours, during which time the
text “SUPER” will be lit up in white. After this 27-hour period, the
Super function will be deactivated automatically. However, if you
wish to manually deactivate the function before the 27-hour
period has elapsed, simply touch the text “SUPER” for at least
0.5 seconds; when the function has been deactivated the text
“SUPER” will no longer be illuminated. While the appliance is
operating in Super mode, all other freezer compartment settings
are temporarily disabled.

FREEZER TEMPERATURE ALARM
The temperature alarm mode is activated when a temperature
higher than -12°C (for example, -11°C) is detected inside the
freezer compartment. This may occur in the following situations:
- a large amount of unfrozen food has been placed in the

freezer (see freezing modes);
- the door has been open for an extended period of time;
- the electricity supply has been cut off for a prolonged period

of time;
- the appliance has malfunctioned.
The alarm mode is indicated by the flashing red ALARM text
and by an audible alarm. The audible alarm may be disabled by
touching the ALARM text for 3 seconds; in this case the alarm
remains active and is indicated by the red ALARM text, which
will stop flashing and remain lit in a fixed manner.
The alarm is disabled automatically, but only when the temperature
of the freezer compartment falls below -12°C (for example, -
13°C); when this happens, the ALARM text will no longer be
illuminated.















Autotest procedure to check the right functioning of the electronic module components

Touch display type procedure RF2583NF GO2110NFH - CB11.200Manual test activation:

Manual test procedure DISPLAY-TOUCH type
(Manual test procedure)

1- Switch off the electronic module by touching the button Off/Standby

2/3- Keep touching for 4 seconds about the button "Super": a sound of a beep will confirm the access to manual test mode, the damper
element will  open and close, door fridge led is on:
Are immediately shown in sequence on the digits all the numbers from 0 to 9 to verify the right functioning of the display and the symbol
"opened door" switches on if the appliance door is opened.

4- Then is automatically checked the temperature sensor of the fridge compartment: in case of error will be shown in the fridge display
the related message  "E" provided by the data sheet in relation to the defective sensor detected. If no errors are detected the display
will remain switched off and we can proceed to the following step.

5- Then is automatically checked the temperature sensor of the freezer compartment: in case of error will be shown on the freezer display
the related message  "E-" provided by the data sheet in relation to the defective sensor detected. If no errors are detected the display
will remain switched off and we can proceed to the following step.

6- Then is automatically checked the defrosting sensor at the freezer compartment: in case of error will be shown in the freezer display
the related message  "-E" provided by the data sheet in relation to the defective sensor detected. If no errors are detected the display
will remain switched off and we can proceed to the following step.

Checking the right function of the buttons:
7- touch the "FRIDGE DOOR" symbol: a beep sounds to confirm the right function of the button. Fridge door led is on. (test ok, go on
to the next step)

8- touch the "FREEZER DOOR" symbol: a beep sounds to confirm the right function of the button. Fridge door led is on. (test ok, go on
to the next step)

9- Checking the right function of the fridge reed (fridge compartment) :
touch the symbol "off/stand-by": at the touch  on the button a beep sounds to confirm the right functionning for the function, door fridge
led is on. move a magnet in front of the fridge reed position and verify that when the magnet is in front of the reed, it will light off  the
"fridge door" symbol on the display. When the magnet is removed the symbol must switch on. (test ok, go on to the next step)

10- Checking the right function of the freezer reed (freezer compartment) :
touch the symbol "off/stand-by": at the touch  on the button a beep sounds to confirm the right functionning for the function, door fridge
led is on. Open and close the freezer door: when the door is opened, it will light off  the "freezer door" symbol on the display. When the
door is closed the symbol led must switch on. (test ok, go on to the next step)

11- Check the functions "HOLIDAY":
touch the "HOLIDAY" button:  at the touch  on the button a beep sounds to confirm the right functionning for the function, door fridge
led is on. It switches on the back light of the "HOLIDAY" symbol. (test ok, go on to the next step)

12- Check the functions "SUPER":
touch the "SUPER" button:  at the touch  on the button a beep sounds to confirm the right functionning for the function, door fridge
led is on. It switches on the back light of the "SUPER" symbol. (test ok, go on to the next step)

13- Check the functions "ALARM": (red alarm led)
Touch the "ALARM" button. At the touch of the button a beep sounds and confirm the right functionning for the function. Will light on
the back red light of the "ALARM" symbol ,red alarm led is flashing, led "SUPER" is on, led door is on. (test ok, go on to the next step)

14- Check the functions "ALARM": (white alarm led)
Touch the "ALARM" button again. At the touch of the button a beep sounds and confirm  the right functionning for the function. Will
light on the back white light of the "ALARM" symbol , white alarm led is flashing, led "SUPER" is on, led door is on . (test ok, go on to
the next step)

Checking the electrical load signals sent by the electronic module to the various components:
note: in this phase the load to each component will be sent for a period of  2 minutes after that the manual test will exit for time-out
occurred.

15- Touch the button "OFF/Stand-by": At the touch of the button a beep sounds and confirm  the right functionning for the button, led
"SUPER" is on, led "ALARM" is flashing, led fridge door is on. The module sends the electrical load to the compressor, display shows "CO"
and the compressor start to run for about 2 minutes. Touch again the button within 2 minutes to go on to next step. (test ok, go on to
the next step)

16- Touch the button "OFF/Stand-by": At the touch of the button a beep sounds and confirm  the right functionning for the button, led
"SUPER" is on, led "ALARM" is flashing, led fridge door is on. The module sends the electrical load to the lamp, freezer display shows
"LA" and the lamp start to run for about 2 minutes. Touch again the button within 2 minutes to go on to next step. (test ok, go on to the
next step)

17- Touch the button "OFF/Stand-by": At the touch of the button a beep sounds and confirm  the right functionning for the button, led
"SUPER" is on, led "ALARM" is flashing, led fridge door is on. The module sends the electrical load to the fan, freezer display shows "FA"
and the fan starts to run for about 2 minutes. Touch again the button within 2 minutes to go on to next step. (test ok, go on to the next
step)

18- Touch the button "OFF/Stand-by": At the touch of the button a beep sounds and confirm  the right functionning for the button, led
"SUPER" is on, led "ALARM" is flashing, led fridge door is on. The module sends the electrical load to the heating element, freezer display
shows "HE" and the heating element starts to run for about 2 minutes. (test ok, go on to the next step)

19- Touch again the button "OFF/Stand-by" for exit from manual test after 10 seconds: otherwise autotes mode automatically exit after
120 seconds of time-out

Touch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display typeTouch display type

fridge reed position

Magnet
position

Freezer Reed
position

Service manual combi NoFrost Display-Touch / Leds-Touch
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